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ABOUT US 

 
 

Sodi Scientifica was established in 1964. Since the invention of the innovative Autovelox speed 

camera, in the 70s, the company started the law enforcement market in Italy and in the following 

decades it began its expansion on the international markets thanks to its range of high-tech 

speed and red light cameras. 

Sodi Scientifica is now 

widely recognized as an 

international leading 

company in the design 

and production of road 

safety systems. 

Oriented towards 

internationalization and 

research, Sodi Scientifica 

offers modern and highly 

performing instruments, 

approved and operating in several countries around the world such as Spain, Singapore, 

Indonesia, Canada, Uruguay, Chile, Ecuador, Perù, just to name a few. 

Design, production, sales, training and after-sales services: all phases of the product's life are 

under our full control. A complete service that means Quality for our customers.  



PRODUCTS 
 

 

Our range of products includes speed and red light enforcement devices, integrated systems 

for the detection of both speed and red light violations, license plate reading systems, fixed sites 

(roadside box, pole or gantry) and the management software for the integration with the back-

office reporting software. Here below a short description of our main products. 

AUTOVELOX 106 – Speed enforcement device 
It is the latest evolution of our Speed Enforcement Camera line, designed to be the best device 

on the market in terms of accuracy, versatility and ease of use.  

It is the only speed camera on 

the market that can be used – 

without modifications or 

adaptations - on a tripod, on 

a stationary patrol car, in a 

roadside housing, on a pole 

or on a gantry. 

It can cover up to four lanes 

in one direction or up to two 

lanes (one for each direction) 

if used with a bi-directional 

configuration.  

Autovelox 106 is a low energy 

consumption device and it is 

powered by integrated batteries that allow continuous use up to 6-8 hours. 

 

High-definition pictures 

are always taken on the 

rear side of the vehicle, 

both in the one-way 

and bi-directional 

configuration, thus 

guaranteeing the 

detection of violations 

even on motorcycles 

and in full respect of 

driver and passengers 

privacy.  

  



AUTOVELOX 106 PREMIUM PLUS – Speed enforcement device 
Autovelox 106, when installed on pole or gantry, takes the name of Premium Plus. It works 

without intrusive sensors and can also be powered by a solar panel.  

Autovelox 106 Premium 

Plus installed on a 

roadside pole can 

operate simultaneously 

on two lanes roads: it 

can detect the speed of 

vehicles passing side by 

side, overtaking or in 

rapid sequence.  

Night operation is 

ensured by a visible or 

infrared LED Flash.  

All the components of 

the speed camera are 

installed on a pole at 3-4 

meters height. No 

accessories need to be 

placed on the ground, in 

order to minimize the 

risk of possible vandalism.  

AUTOBOX 106 – Fixed site 
Autobox 106 is a roadside box, specially designed to house Autovelox 106 and its accessories.  

This fixed site integrates everything that is needed for 

the operation of the device in a single structure: speed 

sensor, camera and LED flash.  

Thanks to the Autovelox 106, Autobox 106 also allows 

bidirectional detection.  

Rear photo shooting ensures full respect of privacy and 

clear detection of the license plate (including 

motorbikes). Night operation is guaranteed thanks to 

the double LED flash integrated in the box or installed 

in an outside housing.  

Autobox 106 can be installed, without any modification, 

on right or left side of the road and powered by mains, 

battery or solar panels.  



It is also possible to equip Autobox 106 with dark portholes, in order to prevent the instrument 

from being seen.  

 

AUTOSTOP HD – Speed & Red Light Camera 
Autostop HD is a multifunction instrument installed on a roadside pole that allows for speed and 

red light enforcement, both independently or combined.  It works with inductive loops and can 

cover up to 3 lanes with 3 different red times.  

Autostop HD takes two 

high-resolution digital 

pictures and an optional 

video showing the 

complete progression of 

the violation. The high 

resolution camera ensures 

visibility, in the same image 

- both at day and night - of 

the traffic light colour and 

the type, brand and license 

plate of the vehicle.  

As a speed camera, it is 

able to monitor 3 lanes 

independently at the same 

time. On a two lanes road 

(one for each direction) it 

can also work in a bi-

directional mode, 

guaranteeing driver and 

passengers privacy thanks 

to the automatic 

obfuscation of the picture 

area that is not relevant for 

the violation evidence.  



SERVICES 
 

 

The services offered by Sodi Scientifica to its international 

partners and clients, before and in conjunction with the sale of 

the instruments include a wide range of possibilities:  

o Commercial support during all phases of approach, 

 negotiation and project award.  

o Training and support for the installation of the products. 

o Advanced technical back-up service. 

o Remote software support. 

o Initial training for the use of the equipment. 

o Technical training aimed at the creation of first-level certified 

 and delocalized assistance centres. 

o Periodical verification and certification. 

 

Sodi Scientifica’s partners can count on a continuous support 

by the parent company. Their business possibility is not limited 

to the sale of the instruments, but includes back-up service and 

technical support to the final customer for the whole duration 

of the project, as authorised Service Centres. 

Sodi Scientifica also offers its partners the 

opportunity to be certified as Local Support 

Centres, after attending specific technical 

training courses.  

Sodi Scientifica is also able to support its 

partners for the software integration of its 

equipment with the back office software or 

with remote control centres.  

Customized solutions based on client’s 

specific needs could be also evaluated. 

 

 

 

 



RECENT PROJECTS 
 

 

SINGAPORE  
Sodi Scientifica’s speed 

cameras were installed both 

in the KPE (Kallang/Paya 

Lebar) and in the MCE 

(Marina Coastal 

Expressway) tunnels, as 

part of a project in 

collaboration with Tyco Fire 

& Security (now Johnson 

Controls).  

On this occasion Autovelox 

devices were able to 

overcome the technical 

difficulties of speed 

detection in a closed environment, unlike other types of speed detectors using radar sensors, 

proposed by other international competitors.  

CANADA (ALBERTA)  
The city of Lethbridge in 

Alberta Canada has always 

been subject to heavy traffic 

flows going through the city. 

Both commercial traffic, with 

trucks coming from the 

nearby US border and going 

to Calgary and Northern 

Alberta and with road traffic, 

characterized by commuters 

from the surrounding 

countryside moving to 

Lethbridge and, especially in 

summer, for tourists heading to Calgary and the rocky Mountains. 

To control and moderate these massive traffic flows the city decided to start a speed and red 

light enforcement program. After a trial and testing period with various instruments, Sodi 

Scientifica’s device Autostop HD installed on poles with inductive loops sensors were selected 

for the project with extraordinary results even in adverse weather conditions.  

 



QATAR (Doha)  
Some instruments with a high 

aesthetic impact and typical 

Italian design, the D-Towers are 

designed, manufactured and 

installed by Sodi Scientifica on 

the corniche in Doha (Qatar) for 

a pilot project of Red Light 

Enforcement. 

Aesthetics and design represent 

an added value in GCC countries 

and as an Italian company, Sodi 

Scientifica pays close attention to 

this aspect. 

CHILE  
Over 30 years ago, Sodi Scientifica's 

speed cameras were the first devices to 

be used for speed enforcement.  

Later, for political reasons, this type of 

control was suspended for many years. 

Recently, established the need to 

improve road safety, Carabineros de 

Chile have again chosen our latest 

Speed Camera system Autovelox 106 

mounted on tripod to resume this 

control activity on the roads of Santiago 

de Chile. 

MEXICO  
Among the numerous pilot 

projects that were carried out in 

Mexico with the aim of 

developing a great road safety 

project in the major cities of the 

country, Sodi Scientifica's 

speed cameras also played a 

role.  

Specifically, given their 

versatility and lightness, they 

were used installed on board of 

stationary patrol cars in 

strategic points on the roadside.  



EXPANSION STRATEGY 
 

 

Strengthened by the leadership that Sodi Scientifica has had in the Italian market for over 50 

years and the by now numerous experiences developed on international markets, in different 

parts of the world, the time has come for the company to take a further step forward in the 

expansion of its presence in geographical areas with a greater possibility of economic growth 

and with a strong sensitivity to technological innovation in road environment. 

Sodi Scientifica has always been a 

family business, currently managed 

by the second generation of the 

family, Paolo and Roberto Sodi, 

respectively Chief Executive Officer 

and Technical Director and the third 

generation is almost ready to join 

the Managing Team. 

In order to carry out a stable and 

lasting expansion project, the 

company is looking forward to 

partners who strongly believe in a 

common project, whose main 

objective is the improvement of 

road safety and the drastic reduction of serious and fatal accidents. 

There is a major awareness campaign on this issue at an international level, led in particular by 

the World Health Organization which, for over 10 years, has been requiring all the governments 

of the world to implement serious programs to improve safety on the roads with the goal of 

halving fatal accidents in a few years. 

The scenario for the development of a profitable business is therefore certainly positive, 

particularly in the Middle East area countries, which are very sensitive to the subject, also thanks 

to the good example given by some virtuous countries in the GCC area which have already 

implemented well-structured and organized road safety plans and actions. 

This type of project requires the establishment of relationships and the involvement of various 

public bodies including Ministry for the Interior, Ministry of Transportation, Police and Road 

Authorities and State Metrological Body for the type-approval of instruments.  

On a strategical point of view, it is important to address those countries that are still open to 

fund road safety and law enforcement projects, through the right partner. 
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